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ABSTRACT
A routine run can turn into a final run in a matter of seconds. Runners and drivers are exposed
to a variety of distractions that hinder their ability to safely react to potential incidents. With the
help of Augmented Reality and wearable technology, runners can help reduce traffic related
incidents by staying focused on the road and their surroundings. This project looks to
investigate how AR technology can be leveraged to offer the safest run without diminishing the
running user-experience.
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INTRO & CONTEXT
Running is an excellent way to lead a healthy lifestyle, but it can become dangerous in a matter
of seconds. If runners have the opportunity to foresee potential incidents before they happen,
there will be a decrease in runner injuries and fatalities.
In 2017, the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center discovered that in the United States
alone 5,977 pedestrians and 783 bicyclists were killed in traffic related incidents.1 An increase of
32 percent over 10 years. The reasons for these injuries and fatalities varies for every incident
but what we do know is that there is a real problem with distracted drivers and runners. Neither
side is fully innocent. Drivers have been at fault for distracted, impaired and reckless driving.
Runners have been at fault for running distracted and not knowing the rules of the road.
Distractions happen to both runners and drivers the moment they remove their focus from the
road to elsewhere. Drivers and runners can both lose focus on the road when handheld devices
are used. Additionally, not all running related injuries happen on the road. Runners can become
injured while out on a trail run.
The goal of this project is to focus on improving a runner’s circumstances while out on a run,
anywhere, anytime. From there this project utilizes the most recent technologies available to
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help create a more accessible and optimized running experience. Additionally, this project looks
towards the future based on the current trajectory of augmented reality capabilities.
The ultimate realization of this project came in the form of augmented reality fitness sunglasses.
With the usage of augmented reality and other emerging technologies, built into a pair of
glasses, runners can run hands-free with their eyes on the road all while having their essential
running related data in sight at all times.

BACKGROUND & RESEARCH – INVESTIGATION PROBLEM SPACE
With the overarching goals of safety, accessibility and optimization with emerging technologies
laid out, the search for a target audience began to narrow in. In order to ensure the needs of
real people were met, a survey of 59 runners of varying skills and styles was conducted. This
survey helped hone in on specific problems and concerns of runners.
One of the most telling and validating questions from the survey was the final question which
asked users what their biggest concern was while out on a run. Nearly all 59 responses were
related to safety concerns. Many specifically cited vehicles, traffic, other people, sexual assault
and lastly getting lost.
The survey also helped define the types of runner this project would help. From the responses it
was discovered that 50.8% of respondents run on trails. Initially this project planned to focus
solely on road running and more specifically distance runners. Respondents also were
widespread on their running distance and their frequency of runs.
Other interesting findings that came from the survey were that only 5.1% of runners would not
use a running partner if they had the opportunity, 93.3% track their runs, 89.8% want to be more
aware while running and 78% listen to music while running.
With surveying completed, four target audiences were realized. The four audiences were
marathon runners, deaf runners, trail runners and lastly the casual runner. Each group has their
own specific needs when it comes to running. The formation of four focus groups was essential
to investigate a broad scope.
Marathon runners run an impressive amount every week of their marathon training programs.
Most training programs have a minimum of four runs a week. Each run is packed full of data for
runners to digest after a run. The final runs of a marathon training program typically reach
distances of 15-20 miles. If a runner is running a new route, they can easily take a wrong turn.
Even if a runner is acquainted with the location, it’s still easy to take a wrong turn when fatigued.
Surveyed marathon runners also noted interest in running with a running partner if they hadn't
had one already. To support the needs of marathon runners, the project had to have custom

route creation, turn by turn navigation, street crossing assist for fatigued runners and the ability
to run with a friend.
Deaf runners rely on aids to hear during their daily activities but fear damaging their costly aids
while running. Many run without any hearing or run with a group to help keep them keep safe
from potential dangers on the streets. However in a runner's forum of deaf runners, several
runners expressed concern over joining running groups because they felt like they are a burden
to hearing runners. Many also cited concerns related to traffic.2 From these points the project
would have to support speech to text translation, smart speech recognition, have visual and
haptic warnings and notifications, and have a minimal user interface.

Trail runners required a very unique set of requirements for a safer running experience. Many
trail runs are often in zones of spotty cell service. These trails can be marked or unmarked trails.
When out on the trail, runners and other trail users are stranded if something happens to them
and they don’t have cell service. A common theme in user surveys showed that runners are
concerned with getting injured on the trail while having no way to call for help. Trail runners also
noted concerns of being caught off guard when they weren’t expecting to see other people on
the trail. The needs of trail runners required the project to support a way for trail runners to call
for help in the instance of an injury, a wayfinding system to return to their starting point and
lastly a dedicated trail running mode to help detect other users of the trail.
The final user group this project focuses on is the casual runner. Casual runners run for the
enjoyment of running and also to stay in shape. Casual runners face danger on the road as they
are more likely to not know proper road running etiquette and may be more likely to break their
focus from being on the road to looking at a device. From these concerns the casual runner
needed to have the ability to have multimedia and a way to correct their positioning if they were
running on the wrong side of the road.
Discovering a set of users was essential in defining use-case scenarios prior to moving into
technology considerations and design decisions.This allowed for the building of specific features
that could be applicable to a variety of potential users.
INVESTIGATION – PROTOTYPE & DESIGN EXPLORATION
Upon finding the needs of the target audience, a cross industry audit was conducted. The video
game, wearable and car industries were heavily examined in order to determine what has been
done. The video game and car industries helped lend a hand to building a minimal
user-interface that provided all essential data without taking away from the task at hand. The car
industry’s work towards autonomous vehicles and vehicle to vehicle communication systems
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was also a factor of this project. It was discovered that in the coming years, cars will be utilizing
5G LTE as the backbone to vehicle to vehicle communication.3 4 5 With 5G LTE, cars are able to
communicate essential spatial data with each other more quickly in order to prevent accidents
from occurring. This project speculates that with 5G LTE onboard in a pair of augmented reality
glasses, the glasses will be able to spatially detect imminent dangers of approaching vehicles.
With 5G LTE also making its way into phones, the glasses would also be able to detect
approaching pedestrians. With the glasses and cars communicating with each other, both
parties would be aware of each other’s existence; avoiding potential incidents and catastrophes.
An in-depth study of today’s augmented reality products was also conducted. There are
currently several pairs of augmented reality glasses already on the consumer market. Existing
glasses have proven the ability to create a heads-up display in a user’s line of sight without
causing distraction but still being readable. There are several approaches to creating the user
interface projection. One of the proven models is through the use of vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers(VCSEL). This approach allows for a minimal physical build of glasses.6 7
For many of the first iterations of this project, the design focused on existing methods of
wearable heads-ups displays but ultimately developed into a more immersive and interactive
experience with a runner’s surrounding environment.
Another interesting discovery was the way audio is handled across various products. There is
the traditional in-ear headphones approach, but what was really fascinating was the ability to get
a user’s heart rate data from special sensors within the ear-bud.8 Many runners and training
programs base runs off of heart rate. A user’s heart rate helps determine the level of intensity
they are putting in. Depending on the goals for the run, they can increase or decrease their pace
in order to have their heart rate at the right level. This finding was really interesting but it wasn’t
an effective solution for this project because it requires in-ear headphones to work and surveys
showed users wanted to be able to have the ability to be more aware of their surroundings. A
simple solution would be to not use in ear headphones, however 78% of users also said that
they listen to music while running. In order to meet user needs and also have the ability to read
heart rate without a chest or wrist based heart rate monitor, a new approach was created. A
study by K.Y. Chin and R.B. Panerai found that it is possible to read heart rate from the
Dopart, Kevin. “Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communications for Safety.” United States
Department of Transportation. Accessed November 2019.
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superficial temporal artery which runs just in front of a human’s ears.9 From there to solve the
audio concern, the glasses would use variable length dipole speakers to provide users with an
immersive sound all the while having an open ear experience for ambient noise.10 11 This
approach also serves the 22% of respondents who run without music as they don’t have to wear
headphones to use the product.

Button navigation prototype

With research to prove that a project like this wasn’t too far out of reach, prototyping could
begin. This project had four physical prototypes to test the design of the glasses for form, visual
and audio. Additionally, a companion app prototype was also created. The initial prototype for
the glasses was done using an existing pair of glasses with improvised buttons attached to the
sides. The goal of this prototype was to find the best interaction model for users to use the
product. Proposed methods were swipe based, gaze based, voice based and lastly tactile
buttons. Upon testing with 5 different participants, it was determined that tactile buttons were the
best interaction model for users to use while running. Having the ability to run with easy to find
buttons made for an optimal experience. It was also decided to include voice assistant options
but not as the primary driver for interaction for accessibility purposes. This prototype led the way
for the interaction model and a physical 3D printed glasses prototype.
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March 12, 2018.
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A photo of the custom product display and 3D printed prototype

Current technologies were used to help explore the future capabilities for augmented reality and
to test the various user interfaces created for the project. One of the two prototypes that was
tested with participants used a virtual reality(VR) headset. The VR prototype was created by
shooting 360 degree video and overlaying the user interface on the footage. In order to truly
explore each user’s needs, four different stories were created and told with VR. These included
the marathoner, the trail runner, deaf runner and the casual runner. Creating these stories
helped push the design needs by creating real world scenarios. The other prototype that was
created utilized variable length dipole speakers to test spatial audible alerts. This prototype
explored the sounds of custom made spatial alerts of varying frequency on their own, and then
also explored the spatial alerts while listening to music as most users surveyed said they
listened to music while running.

Images showing the VR + 360 video prototype and the custom AR audio app prototype

Each prototype had their own technical challenges to overcome but through learning new
software and several workarounds, it was possible to create two functional prototypes to test.

REFINEMENT OF THE DESIGN SOLUTION

A rendering of the proposed Augmented Reality glasses and companion app

From research, surveys, prototypes and first-hand observations, a product was created. The
final product was a pair of augmented reality glasses called Cadence. The glasses also featured
a companion app for more advanced features and customization to every user’s needs. The
glasses look towards the tangible future of how we can utilize augmented reality to promote a
safer and more optimized running experience. The glasses solve the needs of four different
users through many different scenarios that were tested and proven in VR and AR audio. The
benefits of these glasses are a more connected and aware runner. With Cadence, runners will
be able to run with more ease around vehicles, people and the wilderness. The glasses allow
for runners to never take their eyes off of the road because all of their essential data is right
where it needs to be, in their field of view but not in the way. Products like watches and phones
require users to glance away from the road to their device. A lot can happen in the brief amount
of time of a runner’s eyes being on their device and not the road. Cadence solves for this with a
hands-free heads-up display experience. From there, many specific features were created for
the target running groups.

Screens showcasing custom user created routes

A rendering from the perspective of a marathon runner showcasing
environmental AR navigation and AR Street Cross Assist

For marathon runners the ability to create custom routes for long runs is an extremely important
piece to the app and glasses. With turn-by-turn navigation overlaid on a runner’s surroundings,
no turns will be missed. Also with turn-by-turn navigation, the glasses are able to know when
users have to cross treacherous intersections. With the knowledge of where runners are
crossing and 5G LTE communication with surrounding vehicles, the glasses let the runner know
when it’s safe to cross the road.

A rendering from the perspective of a marathon runner running
with a virtual running buddy while wearing the AR glasses

Another key element for marathon runners was the ability to run with a running partner, however
in this case a virtual running partner. With Cadence, a runner is able to run with their friend by
their side regardless of their location in the world. The runners are able to carry on a
conversation in real-time and run side by side regardless of pace, location and route.

A rendering from the perspective of a deaf runner running
and receiving a visual alert of a hazard approaching

Deaf runners really helped drive the accessibility focus of this project. Although an AR audio
prototype was created to test alerts, all components of this project still functioned visually or
haptically. In the scenario of a cyclist approaching a runner from behind, the runner receives
visual, haptic and audible alerts all spatially located to showcase the direction in which the
hazard is approaching.

A rendering showing real time speech-to-text translation, and smart speech detection

Another scenario that was developed was the case in which a deaf runner was participating in a
race. Prior to the race, announcements are typically made to alert runners of any key things to
pay attention to while out on the course. If something has changed to the course and a deaf
runner doesn’t have a translator they could be in real danger. With the support of real time
speech-to-text translations, deaf runners can participate in events with confidence and without
the need to have a translator. Another unique component of speech-to-text is smart recognition.
If the glasses hear a familiar route suggested, they will prompt the runner to start the route for
turn by turn navigation. Lastly, the overall user interface was designed to help assist deaf
runners. By creating a display that was minimal, it allows for runners to focus more on their
surroundings and less on the heads up display.

Screens from the process of adding a Safety Net Contact

Trail runners provided several interesting scenarios to design for. The most intriguing scenario
to unravel was the case in which a trail runner has become injured and has no way to call for
help due to a lack of cellular service. Today there are several devices that allow for hikers to call
for help without service but the devices are costly and many times have additional expensive
monthly fees.12 13 Cadence proposes a proactive approach instead of a reactive approach to
dangerous scenarios. Instead of waiting for something bad to happen, Cadence allows users to
set up a Safety Net prior to going on their run. A Safety Net is a preset run plan. Prior to the run,
Cadence asks for users to input their max allotted time for their run and a person to contact in
case they haven’t completed their run in the allotted time. In the case where a user doesn’t
finish in time, their safety contact receives the runner’s last known GPS location and a message
alerting them that their friend is in harm's way. A system like this works because it’s based off of
time, not cellular connection when something has happened.

Renderings showcasing a trail runner utilizing ReTrace and an AR alert
showcasing that another person is on the trail ahead.

“Garmin InReach Satellite Communicators with GPS Navigation.” Roadpost. Accessed
February 2019.
13
GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Accessed February 2019.
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Another concern of trail runners from surveys was becoming lost in the woods and not knowing
how to return to their starting point. Cadence offers a ReTrace feature that helps guide runners
to their starting point. The way ReTrace works is that once the user starts their run, the glasses
keep a map of the runners progress. Once the runner is ready to return, they activate ReTrace.
As the runner is returning to their starting position, they follow a trail of GPS breadcrumbs in
their physical environment that have been dropped to lead them back home. Lastly, trail runners
noted being startled on the trail by others when they assumed they had the trail to themselves.
In order to combat this, Cadence offers a heightened detection feature to ensure runners know
what is around every corner of the trail.

Renderings showcasing run lane correction.

Cadence caters to casual runners with many multimedia features and microinteractions. One
key safety feature that was created for this target audience is run lane correction. Many novice
runners aren’t aware of the rules of the road. A frequent error made is that novice runners run
with traffic instead of into traffic. As a runner, it’s essential to run with cars coming towards you
in order to see dangers coming at you instead of from behind. Cadence lets runners know that
they are on the wrong side of the road and helps runners correct their positioning when it’s safe
to cross the road.

Rendering showcasing a user adjusting the UI placement.

A number customization features and accessibility considerations were formulated throughout
the course of this project. From user-testing with VR, it was found that some participants felt the
user interface was too far out of the way, while others felt it was in the proper position. With this
discovery, an interaction was introduced to allow runners to customize the placement of the
user interface to their personal preference while wearing the glasses.

Screens showcasing UI Customization for the AR glasses

Another customization area is allowing runners to customize their always-on heads-up display
content. Every runner has different stats that matter to them, and different runs require different
data. For example, for some it may be important to have a compass on while trail running but
with others it may be more important to have your average pace displayed while road running.
With the companion app, runners can easily drag and drop their always-on data and have their
runs displayed in a way that caters to them. Another key component of the companion app
allows runners to customize their motion settings. VR and AR experiences are known to be
nauseating to some users.14 15 With custom motion settings, runners can apply a style that
works best for them and avoid nauseating runs.

USER FEEDBACK & EVALUATION
This project theorized that accidents occur because runners and drivers are exposed to
distractions that affect their ability to properly react. From the research, surveys, testing and
implementation, this project has shown that a pair of augmented reality running sunglasses is a
viable solution to a safer running experience. While focusing on safety at every decision, the
project also challenged itself to create a more optimal running experience. By building in key
microinteractions, multimedia and customization settings, this project also achieved that goal.
The goal of safety was reached by creating a heads-up display that offered minimal distraction
and a way to have runners never lose focus on the road and their surroundings. From there,
Mason, Betsy. “Virtual Reality Has a Motion Sickness Problem.” Science News, March 7,
2017.
15
Samit, Jay. “A Possible Cure for Virtual Reality Motion Sickness.” Fortune, February 7, 2018.
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essential additions of open-ear audio, superficial temporal artery based heart monitors and
other important running features were implemented to ensure safety and to meet the needs of
all runners of varying skill.
In order to test the effectiveness of the project’s proposed solutions, the public was given the
opportunity to test two prototypes of the project. One prototype was done in VR to showcase
different scenarios in which Cadence could assist runners. The VR prototype was done with 360
video that overlaid the user interface and AR mapping components. This prototype was also
pivotal in testing the user interface’s effectiveness in varying lighting conditions. Additionally,
different weather conditions were tested, settings included fresh snowfall, overcast, and sunny.
The second prototype tested spatial audio alerts that were custom made with a pair of glasses
with variable length dipole speakers.
While the public tested the prototypes, they had the opportunity to participate in an exit survey.
68 members of the public participated in the optional exit survey. From the survey it was
discovered that 67 of 68 people felt the project found a successful solution to a safer run. The
one user who said no, misunderstood the VR prototype as the finished product. From there, of
the 68 participants, 63 felt that they learned something new about the potential of upcoming
technology.
From surveys and other feedback, it would be interesting to explore the viability of a project like
Cadence in other sports. Most notably, participants saw an interest in AR glasses for bicycles.
Another area of possible implementation would be in the visors of motorcyclists. If bicyclists and
motorcyclists had access to the safety detection features of Cadence, there is a very likely
chance that they would also be much safer on the road around vehicles and pedestrians.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This project researched a variety of fields to help formulate the best approach to creating a pair
of Augmented Reality running glasses. Initially, the project looked into the problem at hand. It
was discovered in 2017, in the United States alone, that 5,977 pedestrians and 783 bicyclists
were killed in crashes with a motor vehicle involved.16 The number of incidents increased by 32
percent over a 10 year period. This data was reported by the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information
Center, a site funded by U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration and
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and the specific data referenced was
discovered by the Fatality Analysis Reporting System and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Acknowledging that there is an increasing problem with vehicles and
pedestrians, a study into existing and upcoming vehicle technology was investigated. The U.S.
Department of Transportation reported that as of May 2015, there are 86 Vehicle to Pedestrian
technologies available to the general public. These technologies vary in their use cases but the
16
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goal of all devices is to detect pedestrians to lower the likelihood of vehicle and pedestrians
incidents.17 18 An in-depth study of vehicle to vehicle communication and vehicle to infrastructure
communication systems was also conducted. A variety of existing technologies was discovered
but the most intriguing finding was the discussion between Dedicated Short Range
Communication(DSRC) and 5G LTE. Most articles pointed towards 5G LTE as the leader for the
upcoming vehicle communication systems. While an effective method for vehicle detection,
DSRC is expected to be phased out as it is an older technology.19 With this discovery and
knowledge that 5G LTE will be making its way into smartphones everywhere in the coming
years, it is theorized that if vehicles can use 5G LTE to communicate with other vehicles and
infrastructure, then this technology can be used to protect runners from 5G LTE equipped
vehicles and pedestrians.
From there, the project moved into various tracking methods and emergency response systems.
For GPS systems, it was discovered that not all satellites work the same. Depending on where a
user is located, it’s essential to have the correct GPS chip. In North America, GPS is used.
However in other parts of the world different systems are used. The other popular systems are
GLONASS which was developed in Russia, Galileo which is being developed by the European
Space Agency and lastly is BeiDou which is being created by China. Many chips track both
GPS and GLONASS in order to cover the majority of the Earth. Additionally to standard GPS,
there is another system known as Wide Area Augmentation System(WAAS). WAAS is being
developed by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration and the U.S. Department of
Transportation. WAAS works with GPS to create a more accurate reading. It is estimated that
WAAS is up to five times more accurate than GPS alone.20 21 It was determined that at the bare
minimum, the AR glasses would need GPS and GLONASS onboard. Additional research was
done into other sensors that track a user in 9-axes. 9-axis sensors are important to get the most
accurate data. The sensors included are a 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis accelerometer, and a 3-axis
compass.22 23 All components of a 9-axis chip give essential data to a runner while on their run.
From there it was essential to find an ideal heart-rate monitor. It was discovered that a
superficial temporal artery heart rate monitor could be utilized.24 A superficial temporal artery
based monitor allows runners to have their heart rate read without the need for a chest strap,
wrist based monitor or in-ear based heart rate monitor. The usage of a superficial temporal
artery heart-rate monitor, 9-axis chip, GPS and 5G LTE allows for runners to get the most

Ariel. “Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) Communications for Safety.” United States
Department of Transportation. Accessed December 2018.
18
“Connected Vehicles: Pedestrian Communications.” United States Department of
Transportation. Accessed December 2018.
19
Wassom, Brian. “DSRC vs. 5GLTE: Which Will It Be for Connected Vehicles?” Wards Auto,
July 23, 2018.
20
“What Is GPS?” Garmin. Accessed January 2019.
21
“What Is WAAS?” Garmin. Accessed January 2019.
22
“Bosch Sensortec - BHI160BP.” Bosch. Accessed December 2018.
23
“9-Axis MotionTracking.” TDK - InvenSense. Accessed December 2018.
24
Chin, K.Y., and R.B. Panerai.
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accurate reading on their location, cadence, average pace, moving pace, change in elevation,
distance and most importantly be able to detect imminent threats before disasters occur.
After investigating the communication, tracking and sensor components of the project, essential
running needs were looked into. The next piece of technology looked into was audio. It was
determined open-ear audio was essential to promote a safer and more aware running
experience. With open-ear audio, there are currently two wearable methods that are available to
the public. The first uses bone conduction technology to transmit sound and the other utilizes
variable length dipole speakers to make a bubble of sound outside the wearer’s ear.25 From
market reviews and first-hand experience, it was determined that variable length dipole
speakers provide a better music experience.26 Other important components that came from
research and market study were the ability to create custom routes, create safety nets in the
case of emergency and focusing on customization and accessibility to have a safer and
optimized running experience.

CONCLUSION

A rendering of the proposed AR fitness glasses

This project has a significant impact on runners of all skill sets. If runners had access to
Cadence, they would be able to have a hands-free running experience and always be aware of
imminent threats on the road and trail with the help of 5G LTE rapidly communicating with
vehicles and other devices. Cadence allows for runners to be focused. There is no need to
glance at wrist-based technology or reach for a phone to change a song or anything else. All
important information is in one location and never requires a runner to take their eyes off of the
25
26

AfterShokz.
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road. From there, runners are able to have their heart rate read without additional equipment
and always be able to hear ambient noise with variable length dipole speakers. Key explorations
of this project were the explorations into a viable wayfinding system with augmented reality, the
testing of spatially reactive audio and visual alerts, and lastly creating an effective user-interface
that works in all lighting and weather conditions. Given the prototypes, explorations, research,
user feedback and survey results, there is reason to justify this project as a highly plausible
approach to a safer, accessible and optimized running experience.
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